


Diet Tweaking Strategies
 

So you've been following your diet strategy according to plan. You've made progress
but things have slowed down a bit and you're worried that you may be hitting a 
plateau. Don't panic. It happens to the best of us!

First I'd like to cover some ground rules. These are of significant importance to 
ensuring progress, so its "Fight Club" principles when you're reading them. That 
means you read them, and then you read them again.

Rule #1 - Patience

Pick your cliché. Good things come to those who wait. Patience is virtue. This is a 
marathon, not a sprint. If you don't have it you will drive yourself bonkers. It won't 
happen overnight no matter how badly you want it to. As much as I stare at my 
lower back fat daily, it still doesn’t go away fast enough. Accept that now and you 
will be prepared moving forward. All other rules point back to this one. So read it 
until you get it.

Rule #2 - One change at a time

Refer to rule number one for the why. Making multiple changes at a time will often 
create more problems than progress. On one hand you won't know which 
manipulated variable is producing changes. On the other hand, you skip a chance to
extract progress on one variable alone. On someone else's hand, you could 
potentially go too far and face the consequences of that.

Rules #3 - Small Moves, Get the most out of the least

Don't make big, drastic changes. You won't necessarily get drastic results. Why 
jump from twenty minutes of cardio to an hour? You will miss out on the progress 
that you could have seen at thirty, forty, and fifty. Your body will only become 
efficient to the new task or work load, and then there is nowhere to go from there. 
So make small moves and leave yourself some room to maneuver. I preach this to 
competitors in all my seminars.

For your convenience, I have split this article into two pieces, fat loss and muscle 
gain. While these two are not mutually exclusive and can occupy the same space, 



the focus of most people will be biased one way or the other. So, find the 
appropriate section and dive in.

Getting Leaner

There are a few factors that we can manipulate when the intent is to get leaner. 
Primarily your nutrition, training/cardio, and supplementation. I'm going to be 
focusing on the nutritional aspect.  

Shaving Calories - Carbohydrates

Not slashing. Not chopping. Not decapitating. Shaving. Small moves.

Your go to macronutrient to shave off is the carbohydrate. I want to introduce you to
Barry Allen. Let's look at how he would manipulate his calories in the event of a 
plateau.

Barry Allen Fat Loss Macros
Protein Carbs Fats
220g 200g 90g

880 cal 800 cal 810 cal

Totaling up his calories from those three columns we come up with 2490, call it 
2500 calories. In order to make a small change to stimulate some progress, we're 
going to cut his total calories by 5%, or 125 calories. We're going to take that 125 
calories from his carbohydrate total. Remembering that a gram of carbohydrates 
has 4 calories, we come up with 31g of carbs, call it 30g.

Making this change to Barry’s table, we get the following:

Barry Allen Fat Loss Macros
Protein Carbs Fats
220g 170g 90g

880 cal 680 cal 810 cal

Now let's take a look at his basic meal template, and see where we can take these 
carbs out.



Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 33g 15g
2 37g 33g 15g
3 37g 33g 15g
4 37g 33g 15g
5 37g 33g 15g
6 37g 33g 15g

Six total meals, 30g of carbs. The easiest thing to do would be to take 5g from each 
meal. That would work fine for a dieter who is following the linear style of diet and 
would look like this:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 28g 15g
2 37g 28g 15g
3 37g 28g 15g
4 37g 28g 15g
5 37g 28g 15g
6 37g 28g 15g

The linear dieter could also cut calories only on non-training days, but this would 
make his linear diet into a non-linear diet. This is not a problem, but it moves away 
from the simplicity afforded the non- linear dieter, and we like simple.

For those dieter's who are using the non-linear style of dieting, simply pull the carbs
out of all meals across all different types of days that you are using. Barry used the 
following template for his training and non-training days:

*On his 4 training days he will eat:                        On his 3 off days he will eat:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 33g(-5g) 15g 1 37g 17g(-5g) 15g
2 37g 33g(-5g) 15g 2 37g 17g(-5g) 15g
3 37g 33g(-5g) 15g 3 37g 17g(-5g) 15g
4 37g 33g(-5g) 15g 4 37g 17g(-5g) 15g
5 37g 33g(-5g) 15g 5 37g 17g(-5g) 15g
6 37g 33g(-5g) 15g 6 37g 17g(-5g) 15g



A non-linear dieter could also only cut carbs on his off training days. This would 
decrease the total weekly calorie deduction and create an even more minor diet 
change. To find out just how much, we have to crunch the numbers on his weekly 
calorie intake. This is simply the number of training days multiplied by the training 
day calories, plus the number of off days multiplied by the off-day calories. It would 
look like this:

4 Training Days * (2490 calories) + 3 Off Days *
(2080 calories)
9960 + 6240

 = 16200 weekly calories

So, if Barry is cutting 30g of carbs on his 3 off days only, that equals 90g of carbs, or
270 calories. This equates to a 1.67% cut, which is much smaller than the originally 
proposed 5%. Barry could move forward with this change and see what kind of 
results it produces, or he could double the proposed change on his off days to 60g 
of carbs. This would leave his deduction at 3.33%. That is much closer to the 
proposed 5% and would look like this:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 33g 15g 1 37g 7g 15g
2 37g 33g 15g 2 37g 7g 15g
3 37g 33g 15g 3 37g 7g 15g
4 37g 33g 15g 4 37g 7g 15g
5 37g 33g 15g 5 37g 7g 15g
6 37g 33g 15g 6 37g 7g 15g

This setup doesn't leave much room on his non-training days though, so future 
drops would render that day a zero carb day, and anything beyond that would have 
to come out of his training days.

What I like to do personally!!

What about the Mountain Dog style dieter? What does he do? Remember his 
example template might look like this (notice the emphasis on carbs around training
times):



                 Training Days:                                                Non-Training Days:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g --- 30g 1 37g --- 15g
2 37g 25g 15g 2 37g 20g 15g
3 37g 40g 15g 3 37g 20g 15g

Training    4 37g 20g 15g
4 37g 95g --- 5 37g 20g 15g
5 37g 40g 15g 6 37g 20g 15g
6 37g --- 15g

The Mountain Dog dieter has the same options for reduction as the non-linear 
dieter. He can cut carbs across the board, or on either the training or non-training 
day. The difference is where the deductions get made. John Meadows (me) 
advocates that the period around training is the most nutritionally significant 
portion of a day. So, carb deductions are made opposite of wherever training takes 
place. If you train in the evening, lower carbs in your first meal. If you train in the 
morning, lower carbs in your last meal. If you train mid-day, pull carbs from meals 
at either end. Once the furthest meals are zeroed out, the next furthest meal takes 
the deductions. For deductions on non-training days, pull the carbs from the first 
meal that has them and then work your way up from there. 

Using our 30g deduction across both days, it will look like this:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g --- 30g 1 37g --- 15g
2 37g 10g 15g 2 37g --- 15g
3 37g 40g 15g 3 37g 10g 15g

Training    4 37g 20g 15g
4 37g 95g --- 5 37g 20g 15g
5 37g 25g 15g 6 37g 20g 15g
6 37g --- 15g

Shaving Calories - Protein

There is almost never any reason to do this. So don't.



Shaving Calories - Fats

Some people prefer to cut fat intake. This is fine also, provided you get in enough 
EFA’s. You can make some deductions from fat calories if necessary. Use the same 
percentages as cutting carbohydrates, approximately 5%, and remember that fats 
are 9 calories per gram, not 4. Your deductions won't be nearly as deep on a gram 
for gram basis. Reserve drops in fats until after you have made a few drops in 
carbohydrates first. When lowering fat grams, pull them from your fattiest meals 
first. In the Mountain Dog template this means breakfast.

Do not ever completely zero out fats in any meal, it is not necessary. Even if you 
have no added fats in a solid meal, there will still be animal fats in the proteins. This
is acceptable. But I don't want any of this "whey protein isolate only," zero fat meal 
business. I like the fact that fat control insulin response (helps prevent wild blood 
sugar swings).

Again, do not ever zero out all fats in your diet. Doing so can have significant 
adverse health effects.

Muscle Building

Just like getting leaner, there are several strategies that can be employed from 
nutrition to cardio/training to supplementation. I'll be sticking to the nutritional 
aspects once again.

Adding Calories - Carbohydrates

"You wanna get bigger? How about just eat more, smart guy?" I know what you're 
thinking. But it isn't quite that simple. Once again, your go to macro is the 
carbohydrate. When trying to build muscle you usually have a bit more dietary 
leeway as far as percentages of change go but its generally better to steer towards 
the conservative than to go for the whole hog. So, opt for roughly 5% of total 
calories at a time.

Enter our faithful table bearing Bruce Wayne. We'll use the previously established 
linear fat loss diet as a starting point to transition to building muscle. Recall that 
that template had 2490 calories, we'll call it 2500. So, 5% of 2500 is 125 calories. 4 
calories per gram of carbohydrates gives us 31g of carbs. We'll say 30g.



Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 33g 15g
2 37g 33g 15g
3 37g 33g 15g
4 37g 33g 15g
5 37g 33g 15g
6 37g 33g 15g

Using the linear template, we just spread this 30g of carbs across all 6 meals at 5g 
per meal. That will give us a template that looks like this:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 38g 15g
2 37g 38g 15g
3 37g 38g 15g
4 37g 38g 15g
5 37g 38g 15g
6 37g 38g 15g

Pretty simple stuff. What about the non-linear template?

           4 Training Days:                                                    3 Non-Training Days:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 33g 15g 1 37g 17g 15g
2 37g 33g 15g 2 37g 17g 15g
3 37g 33g 15g 3 37g 17g 15g
4 37g 33g 15g 4 37g 17g 15g
5 37g 33g 15g 5 37g 17g 15g
6 37g 33g 15g 6 37g 17g 15g

You can add the calories across both days uniformly like the linear diet, or you can 
bias the additions towards the training day first to support training intensity and 
growth. If you are transitioning from a fat loss diet, doing this will afford some fat 
loss on the non-training day if your calories are still below maintenance levels. 
Eventually you will want to bring the non-training days above maintenance as time 
goes on and you continue to build muscle. 

If you only increase the carbs on the training days by the daily amount (30g), this 
will reduce the percentage increase weekly. Let's look at these numbers. To get the 
weekly total calories you take the number of training days multiplied by the training



day calories, plus the number of off days multiplied by the off-day calories. It looks 
like this:

4 Training Days * (2490 calories) + 3 Off Days *
(2080 calories)
9960 + 6240

 = 16200 weekly calories

So, 4 training days, 30g of carbs or 120 calories per day. That works out to 480 
calories. That is only 2.9% more calories. Not quite the target of, "roughly 5%." So, 
what we can do here is double that number for the training days. 60g per day, 240 
calories, 4 days, 960 total calories, or 5.8%. That is much better. It will look like this:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g 43g 15g 1 37g 17g 15g
2 37g 43g 15g 2 37g 17g 15g
3 37g 43g 15g 3 37g 17g 15g
4 37g 43g 15g 4 37g 17g 15g
5 37g 43g 15g 5 37g 17g 15g
6 37g 43g 15g 6 37g 17g 15g

The Mountain Dog Dieter follows a similar protocol as the non-linear dieter. This 
individual can add calories to one or both days. The difference is once again where 
they put it. Sometimes that makes all the difference. Let's get a copy of that 
template table up here to review.

               Training Days:                                                      Non-Training Days:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g --- 30g 1 37g --- 15g
2 37g 25g 15g 2 37g 20g 15g
3 37g 40g 15g 3 37g 20g 15g

Training    4 37g 20g 15g
4 37g 95g --- 5 37g 20g 15g
5 37g 40g 15g 6 37g 20g 15g
6 37g --- 15g

Following the Mountain Dog principles, we know that on training days we want to 
put the bulk of the carbs around training and work outward from there. As this 
template uses a mid day training window, we'll split the carbs onto either side. 
Using the previous figure of 60g per training day, it will look something like this:



Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g --- 30g 1 37g --- 15g
2 37g 40g 15g 2 37g 20g 15g
3 37g 60g 15g 3 37g 20g 15g

Training    4 37g 20g 15g
4 37g 100g --- 5 37g 20g 15g
5 37g 60g 15g 6 37g 20g 15g
6 37g --- 15g

Now, if you were transitioning out of fat loss, your template would be a little more 
carb sparse. Let's look at that as well.

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g --- 30g 1 37g --- 15g
2 37g --- 15g 2 37g --- 15g
3 37g 20g 15g 3 37g --- 15g

Training    4 37g 20g 15g
4 37g 60g --- 5 37g --- 15g
5 37g --- 15g 6 37g 20g 15g
6 37g --- 15g

Adding our 60g in here on training days would look like this:

Meal Protein Carbs Fats Meal Protein Carbs Fats
1 37g --- 30g 1 37g --- 15g
2 37g --- 15g 2 37g --- 15g
3 37g 40g 15g 3 37g --- 15g

Training    4 37g 20g 15g
4 37g 100g --- 5 37g --- 15g
5 37g --- 15g 6 37g 20g 15g
6 37g --- 15g

You would just continue to work upward from there. Just don't forget to spread the 
love to the non-training days occasionally as well.



Adding Calories - Protein

If your strength is holding or increasing, there is no real reason to add protein. As 
you progress you may encounter periods where your strength stagnates or 
decreases, and you feel weak and pathetic. This is when you need to add protein. 
Follow the same guidelines for adding carbohydrates, stick to 5% at a time. Opt for 
animal protein sources over protein powders.

Adding Calories - Fats

Unless you are all out "bulking," which we don't really advocate except in the case 
of crazy metabolism freaks, you won't need to add much in the way of fats. If you 
are coming out of a fat loss phase where you made fat deductions, you will want to 
add them back in gradually as you add in other calories. As you grow over the long 
haul, check your fat ratio and make additions as needed.

Adding Calories - Whoops, I went too far

Sometimes you go too far and start to gain more body fat than you are comfortable 
with. When this happens, simply reverse your most recent change. If you see no 
change within a week or two, follow the instructions in the fat loss section of this 
article to make some cut backs until you tighten up again, then resume and 
remember to move slowly. Ultimately you will have to be comfortable gaining some 
body fat if your goal is to acquire new muscle mass, but there is no reason to let 
your body fat get above 14% for men or 20% for women during any muscle growth 
phase.

Following these guidelines will ensure that you get the most mileage possible out of 
your dietary changes with minimal error. Over time you will learn to make these 
changes intuitively based on how you look in the mirror or how you feel and the 
quality of your training. Until that time, keeping at least a casual eye on the 
numbers can keep you on the right track.

Best of luck to you all.

John Meadows and Frank Mingst


